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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

PRIMARY SOURCE DOCUMENTS 

Editors , History. “Picture of Anne Frank .” History.com, A&E Television Networks, 
www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/anne-frank-1.  

This picture is a primary source. It came from history.com published by A&E Television 
Networks. It shows what Anne Frank looked like when she was younger. 

Frank, Anne. Anne Frank: the Collected Works. Bloomsbury Continuum, 2019. 

 This book is full of letters Anne wrote to her grandma. It is a primary source because 
Anne wrote them. It is useful for my research because it is directly from her. 

Frank, Anne. “We Don't Do Much at School.” Received by Grandma Frank, 20 June 1941, 
Amsterdam.  

This source is a letter and a primary source. I used this source to learn more about what 
Anne's education was like. There sponsors are Canada Council for the Arts. 

Lalalu. “Otto Frank 1960.” Laalaalu Blogspot, 2010, 
i.pinimg.com/originals/9b/e7/59/9be759fb82ce5204420430abecfec01b.jpg.  

This picture of Otto Frank is a primary source. It is from after the holocaust ended. It 
shows how he is feeling. 

 

 

SECONDARY SOURCE DOCUMENTS 

Abramson, Ann, and Nancy Harrison. Who Was Anne Frank? Penguin Workshop an Imprint of 
Penguin Random House, 2018.  

This book is a secondary source about Anne Frank. I'm using this source to find basic 
facts about Anne. The book is good to build around to form bigger ideas. 



“Anne Frank, 75 Years Later: Who Betrayed Her?” Anne Frank, 75 Years Later: Who Betrayed 
Her?, 2019, pp. 1–99. 

 This magazine is a secondary source. It shows lots of good pictures and has good 
information. It helps us with our research because it has information that isn't in the other 
books or website. 

“Anne Frank.” Anne Frank Website, 16 Apr. 2019, www.annefrank.org/en/anne-frank/.  

This website is a secondary source. I used it to help me develop questions about the 
topic.  I used this website to find out about Anne and the holocaust. 

Biography.com Editors. “Anne Frank.” Biography.com, A&E Networks Television, 29 Aug. 
122019, www.biography.com/activist/anne-frank.  

This source is a website and a secondary source. I used this source for quotes and their 
sponsor is Anne Frank House. 

Burling, Alexis, and Arnold Krammer. Anne Frank: Holocaust Diarist. Essential Library, an 
Imprint of Abdo Publishing, 2017.  

This source is a book and a secondary source. I learned how Anne was betrayed in her 
life. 

Family Frank Center. “The History of the Family of Anne Frank from Frankfurt Am Main - Jewish 
Museum Frankfurt / Museum Judengasse - Google Arts & Culture.” Google Arts and 
Culture, Google, artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/CAICnOLtC0lDLg. 

 This source is a website and a secondary source. The sponsor is google and I used this 
for pictures of Anne. 

Fiselier, Joris. “Where to Go?” All about Anne, Anne Frank House, 2018, pp. 10–11.  

Source is a map and a secondary source. The sponsor is Canada Council for the Arts.  I 
used this to see where the Jews went after leaving Germany. 

“Frank's Store and Secret Annex.” Miep Geis :: The Betrayal, 
www.miepgies.nl/en/the%20betrayal/.  

This website talks more about the annex and the betrayal. It is a secondary source. Its 
sponsored by Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike. 

History.com Editors. “Anne Frank.” History.com, A&E Television Networks, 9 Nov. 2009, 
www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/anne-frank-1. 



 I used this website to get more information about Anne's childhood and the events 
happening. The sponsor is A&E television network. It is a secondary source because its 
from 2009. I used this source to find quick facts about Anne. 

Metselaar, Menno, et al. All about Anne. Second Story Press, 2018.  

This source is a secondary source and a book. I used this book to know what the Secret 
Annex was like. Their sponsor is Canada Council for the Arts. 

Society, Small Town. “Holocaust.” Holocaust Remembrance Day , Small Town Society, 2019, 
www.smalltownsociety.com/smalltown-calendar/2018/1/27/yom-hashoah-holocaust-memo
rial-day.  

This source is secondary. It tells a statistic about the Holocaust. It shows just how massive 
this horrible event is. 

Otto Frank. “Opekta.” All about Anne, 2018.  

This source is an advertisement and a secondary source. I used the ad to see what the 
ads were like for Anne's dad company. The sponsor is Canada Council for the Arts. 

Taylor, Alan. “World War II: The Holocaust.” The Atlantic, Atlantic Media Company, 16 Oct. 
2011, www.theatlantic.com/photo/2011/10/world-war-ii-the-holocaust/100170/.  

This website is a secondary source. I used it to help me better understand what was 
happening in the world at that time. It talks more about the holocaust. 

Van der Rol, Ruud; Verhoeven, Rian, Rol. Anne Frank Beyond the Diary: a Photographic 
Remberance. Puffin Books, 1995. 

This source is a book and a secondary. I used this source to know how Anne Frank used 
her diary. 

Wiki, Krakow. “Auschwitz.” Auschwitz Birkenau Museum , Krakow Wiki, 2016, 
krakow.wiki/auschwitz/.  

This picture is a secondary source. It is the Auschwitz concentration camp. It helps to 
understand the setting of the holocaust. 

Winter, Michael. “New Research Sets Anne Frank's Death Earlier.” USA Today, Gannett 
Satellite Information Network, 1 Apr. 2015, 
www.usatoday.com/story/news/2015/03/31/anne-frank-death-probably-february-1945/707
42898/.  



This information is a secondary source. The website is saying there might be new info on 
Anne Frank. Sponsored by Gannett Satellite Information Network. It is helpful because it 
can include new insight on the idea. 

 


